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DLH Web Consultancy Ltd Review
 Posted in Business Advice
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Update May 2017: Please note this review only relates to the business (now closed) called DLH Web Consultancy Ltd (https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/08239559) located at Boho One – F05, Bridge Street West, Middlesbrough, England TS2 1AE and NOT the business Web Consultancy Group Ltd (https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/07924238) located at 21 Gosford St, Middlesbrough, TS2 1BB. Elizabeth Mulligan from the UK […]





SEO Tutorial PageRank Value
 Posted in Search Engine Optimization
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PageRank is still important in Google search engine rankings, yet I come across many people giving out misleading details about PageRank (PR) that it doesn’t hold any importance and Google ignores PageRank in its ranking algorithm. But I see it as something that is some kind of SEO misinformation being spread across the web, even […]





Basic SEO Tips For Beginners
 Posted in Search Engine Optimization
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The following basic SEO tips won’t help you to gain the hard/competitive keywords alone, but they would definitely help in achieving success in long tail keywords (easy SERPs) without the need for expensive off site link building campaigns. SEO Tip – Title Tags Don’t miss out on creating distinctive title tags for your webpage. The […]





Top SEO Tips for a Successful Site
 Posted in Search Engine Optimization
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Ten top SEO Tips for an SEO Strategy Plan to achieve long term success in Google. OK, so you’ve chosen a niche for a site on a subject you are passionate about, what SEO tips can help build a site with both search engines and visitors in mind? SEO Tip – Analyze Your Competition and […]





How to Convert Search Engine Traffic to Sales
 Posted in Make Money Online
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It’s not important were you rank in the search engines like Google for your keyword phrases if you are not making use of your search engine traffic by converting it to sales or subscribers or whatever you want to do with your valuable visitors. So here are some tips that will help you to convert […]





How Search Engine Robots and Spiders Work
 Posted in Search Engine Optimization
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Search engines like Google, Yahoo and Bing don’t employ people to browse through the millions of websites across the internet and index the pages on them, search engines use robots (bots) or search engine spiders to access the different websites on the internet. It’s an essential part of SEO that you must know how search […]





Search Engine Goals
 Posted in SEO Basics 101
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Before we actually dive in to the aspects of search engine optimization (SEO) it’s necessary that we must understand how search engines work and what are the main goals of search engines, what really are search engines like Google, Yahoo and Bing trying to accomplish with their search engine algorithms. Goals of Search Engines There […]





Free Long Tail Keywords Tool
 Posted in On Page SEO Tutorial
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Just a quick post this morning to share a free SEO tool Google Auto Suggest Keyword Tool that I found for finding long tail keywords. What are Long Tail Keywords? Long tail keywords are very important to Google search engine rankings and can drive a lot of traffic to your website. If you are writing […]





What is Content Marketing?
 Posted in Off Page SEO Tutorial
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What is Content Marketing? Though it sounds relatively new, content marketing has been around for a while and is widely regarded as one of the top Internet marketing strategies. Content marketing is the process of coming up with quality content and finding reliable channels to convey this content. For the modern entrepreneur, content marketing is […]





How to SEO a WordPress Site with Poor On Page SEO
 Posted in On Page SEO Tutorial
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Worked on one of my new WordPress sites today 4G Phones, just over 100 posts and 180 WordPress Tag archives! Yes 180 Tags, plus another 20 WordPress Categories so 200 archive parts to the site! As you can read at WordPress SEO Tip : Why Creating Lots of Categories and Tags is Anti-SEO it’s very […]





Debt Settlement Business Management
 Posted in Credit Card and Debt Management
If you have fixed up your mind to help others struggling with debt problems, you can initiate your own debt settlement business. By offering debt management solutions to the debt-stricken people, you can fulfill your business goals. But, before entering into such business, you must be well aware of the rules and the regulations of […]





A Guide For Debtors – The Entire Credit Card Debt Consolidation Process
 Posted in Credit Card and Debt Management
If you’re a debtor who has recently incurred a huge amount of debt on your multiple credit cards, you must be worried about the ways in which you can eliminate the entire debt burden and lead a debt free life. Among all the debt relief options, the one that benefits most debtors is credit card […]





Paying your Car Auto Loan Installments in trying times
 Posted in Car Auto Loans
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These are financially hard times. We have hit a solid phase of recession and disposable income is surely shrinking. This leads us to great budget deficits. Of course, a person still has to eat and do all the necessary things required for survival. But he has to make a cut somewhere and the axe largely […]





Small Business Ideas that can Make You Rich
 Posted in Business Ideas for Beginners
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The unemployment rate in the US is at a stubbornly high rate and the job market is sluggish. Both the people who are out of work and who are still employed are looking for ways to boost their declining income with a small online business, so they have enough money to make ends meet. There […]





How to Find The Right Business For You
 Posted in Business Ideas for Beginners
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Choosing a the right business and retail location for you is a very important business decision, do you need a bricks and mortar retail location with it’s high associated costs or could you run your business in a less traditional location? Online Retail Business Model This online retail sector is probably one of the fastest […]





Easy Ways to Get a Car Auto Loans
 Posted in Car Auto Loans
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If you have been thinking for getting a car for a very long time but do not have enough finance for it, you can consider getting an auto loan. In fact, you can also get an auto or car loan if you do not want to spend all your money on the car at the […]





Are EDU Backlinks A Good SEO Investment?
 Posted in SEO Link Building Strategies
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As much as we hate too admit it, off page SEO (backlinks) can be pretty expensive. Yes, it’s ironic, but we spend a lot of money in an attempt to gain free Google search engine traffic to our websites :-) And with so many different backlink services that claim they can help you with your […]





What Are Payday Loans?
 Posted in Payday Loans
There are so many types of loans available today but not everybody can apply for every type of loan. However, there is a situation that pretty much everyone falls into and needs a similar type of loan and mostly everyone gets it easily right away; temporary financial emergency and payday loan to handle it. Yes, […]





Online Payday Loans – Financial Assistance at Your Fingertips
 Posted in Payday Loans
Computer and the internet are two things that have contributed a whole lot to make our lives easier. Without computers and the internet today we cannot imagine living; at least I cannot. Things keep on getting closer and in our reach, every other thing is available online so you do not have to step out […]





Applying for a Payday Loan
 Posted in Payday Loans
Talking about loans, payday loan is the type that is on top right with most number of people availing it every now and then. Payday loans are very popular among borrowers right now. Although they are relatively newer compared to all the other loan types but due to how they are designed, they quickly became […]
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Businesses Should Stop Wasting Energy by Leaving Lights on at Night
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Businesses Lights on at Night for Security Reasons
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